NOTICE OF AWARD OF CONTRACT

TO: ANDRITZ SEPARATION, INC.
1010 COMMERCIAL DRIVE, SOUTH
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76001

DATE ISSUED: JANUARY 9, 2013
CURRENT CONTRACT NO: 560-13
PRIOR CONTRACT NO: N/A

THIS IS A NOTICE OF AWARD OF CONTRACT AND NOT AN ORDER. NO WORK IS AUTHORIZED UNTIL THE VENDOR RECEIVES A VALID COUNTY PURCHASE ORDER ENCUMBERING CONTRACT FUNDS.

Your firm is awarded the above referenced contract in accordance with the response submitted by you on DECEMBER 4, 2012. The contract term covered by this Notice of Award is effective IMMEDIATELY and expires on NOVEMBER 30, 2017.

This is the FIVE year contract.

The contract documents consist of the terms, conditions, and specifications of Invitation to Bid No. 560-13 and the bid of the Contractor, incorporated herein by reference.

CONTRACT PRICING:
PERCENTAGE DISCOUNT FIRM FOR CONTRACT TERM: 20%

ATTACHMENTS:
INVITATION TO BID 560-13

EMPLOYEES NOT TO BENEFIT:
NO COUNTY EMPLOYEE SHALL RECEIVE ANY SHARE OR BENEFIT OF THIS CONTRACT NOT AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC.

VENDOR CONTACT: CARL MALKIEWICZ
EMAIL: CARL.MALKIEWICZ@ANDRITZ.COM
TELEPHONE NO.: 817-419-1768

VENDOR PAYMENT TERMS: NET 30 DAYS
COUNTY CONTACT: GERRY WATKINS
EMAIL: GWATKINS@ARLINGTONVA.US
TELEPHONE NO.: 703-228-6891

CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION
Elizabeth Dooley
Assistant Purchasing Agent
Date 1/13/13

DISTRIBUTION
VENDOR: 1
BID FOLDER: 2